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Purpose of The Essential MBA

Embarking on a Master of Business Administration (MBA) degree is a challenging prospect. Whether you are doing so to help further your current career, to change careers, or to gain specific knowledge and skills – or a mixture of these – there is little doubt that an MBA will introduce you to a wide range of theories, ideas, concepts and debates, many of which may be new to you and some controversial and contested. Few Masters degrees require a learner to have quite such a wide-ranging command of so many, often fairly disparate, areas of enquiry. The knowledge needed to succeed on an MBA is drawn from a variety of academic disciplines, each with their own set of concepts and theoretical perspectives and each necessitating some familiarity with the ‘language’ being employed. Many students can find the diversity of subject-matter daunting, and to make matters worse (or better, if you like the rough and tumble of debate) the ideas and theories will often be contested, or will contradict each other, or will prove inconclusive – or all three.
This book is intended to provide a route map for the MBA. Its aim is to offer a guide to the key subjects, topics and debates that make up the general area of business and management, and from where much of the material that you will study will be drawn – all in one clear, readable text. It takes you through the ‘essential’ elements of your MBA, provides an overview of the core areas you will be studying, indicates the main theories and ideas in each, and provides a short and speedy way of getting to the essence of each subject. Indeed, while it is intended primarily for MBA students, because of the content and approach the book should also be of help to other Masters students and undergraduates studying business and management degrees.

One distinctive feature of the book is that it covers so many areas of the MBA in one text; another is that we take a critical approach to the study of each subject. More will be said about this below but, at its simplest, what this means is that each author not only presents the main theories and concepts, but also gives you a critique of these. A critical perspective incorporates an analysis of the underlying assumptions together with a review of alternative perspectives which may run counter to more traditional, orthodox views. This should be invaluable since most MBA programmes require students to take a critical stance towards the subject matter and provide critical reflections in their assessed work.

The main objective of the MBA is to provide students with an understanding of the key areas of management and business. To that end programmes will need to ensure students have a developed understanding of how macro factors at global and national levels, firm-level operating practices and processes, and more micro human processes interact to influence the management and performance of firms, as well as an appreciation of the wider implications for individual workers and society as a whole. Hence, while the following list is by no means exhaustive, an MBA usually encompasses subjects such as Organizational Behaviour (OB); Human Resource Management (HRM); Marketing; Accounting and Finance; Economics; Operations Management; and Strategic Management. This book therefore contains a chapter on each of these, written by a subject expert. However, recognizing the changing imperatives of the business world, many MBA programmes are now incorporating discussions on ethical and moral dimensions of management such as corporate social responsibility and environmental concerns. The chapter on Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) addresses this area. In addition, a large number of programmes require students to carry out a significant piece of research, often in the form of a dissertation or a project, and the chapter on Research Approaches will guide you through this. Finally, there is a chapter on Study Skills, to help you get the most from your programme of learning.

How To Use This Book

This book provides a comprehensive summary of the central academic contributions to the MBA curriculum. It contains a separate chapter on the core areas covered in most MBA programmes as follows:

- Organizational Behaviour
- Human Resource Management
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- Marketing
- Accounting and Finance
- Economics
- Operations Management
- Corporate Social Responsibility
- Strategic Management
- Research Approaches
- Study Skills

The aim is to give the reader a clear overview of each subject so that they gain a picture of the overall terrain. However, a word of caution is necessary here. While the subjects are presented separately this should not be taken to mean that they are segregated in real life. The troubling fact is that many business problems are complex, multi-faceted and interrelated. They impact on both people and systems and can have financial, operational and strategic implications, both at firm-level and beyond. Many MBA programmes attempt to recognize this by designing courses around multi-dimensional themes. This is sensible, given the nature of the business world. But is also helpful to be able to understand the particular concepts and ideas that emanate from, say, Marketing, and to distinguish those that are more readily associated with, say, Organizational Behaviour. This way, an understanding of particular domains of knowledge can be built up. So, while it would be possible to write a book which attempts to bring together different subjects, this would be a different book with a different purpose. The aim of this text is to clarify an already complex area, and for that reason it is felt that maintaining the integrity of the subjects for explanatory purposes is sensible.

Even so areas of knowledge cannot always be circumscribed within tightly defined and impermeable boundaries. Different subjects will sometimes draw from each other. One example would be in the area of Strategic Management where many of the ideas about strategy implementation can also be found in the area of Organizational Behaviour because implementing strategy is usually about getting people in the firm to do something different and managing the process of change. Where these overlaps occur they are discussed in the text. So while academic boundaries are somewhat artificial, they do serve a purpose – however the fact that they are artificial should not be forgotten.

So, how should you make use of this book? It can be utilized in a number of ways and at various points during the programme. One way would be to dip into it before you even start your degree to get an idea of the kind of subjects you will be tackling. Another would be to read the appropriate chapter before embarking on the teaching sessions for that subject so you have some familiarity with the subject matter beforehand. Finally, the book should provide a useful way of highlighting the key points after teaching sessions as well as offering a source of information for assignments and serving as an aide-mémoire for exam preparation. Each chapter includes a ‘further reading’ list to guide further study.

It should also be noted that there may be subjects on your MBA that are not covered here. Some MBA programmes may also include law, information systems, quantitative methods and so on, as well as a host of more specialist electives in addition to the core subjects. We have chosen to concentrate on the elements most commonly taught in most MBA programmes for this text, which is already quite lengthy.
We have tried to ensure some overall consistency in style and presentation throughout the book, even though the subjects are very different. In terms of format, we have incorporated some features that will make the text easier to navigate. Each chapter is organized as follows:

- Chapter overview
- Discussion of main ideas and theories
- Definitions of key concepts (in bold in the text and defined in boxes)
- Summary
- Questions for reflection
- References and further reading

**What is ‘A Critical Approach’?**

We said earlier that this book would take a critical approach to the subject matter – but what does this mean? At one level ‘to be critical’ in academic terms means not simply accepting received ideas and assertions, but instead questioning the underlying assumptions that have been made, interrogating them to carefully examine their evidential base, and evaluating their strengths and weaknesses. In many ways this amounts to adopting a questioning approach. For example, what assumptions has the author of a theory/idea made about the nature of the matter under study (are these assumptions explicit, justified and reasonable), how strong is the evidence used to arrive at the conclusions (is it relevant, sufficient and robust), what are the strengths of the theory/idea and where does it fall short (for instance, does it apply only in highly specific situations or contexts)? Thus ‘being critical’ means retaining a little scepticism. It means not accepting opinions as fact, and also not accepting ‘facts’ until they have been subjected to careful scrutiny. It does not mean just being negative about everything. It is not about rejecting a theory or research merely because it runs counter to one’s own experience or prejudices. It is about coming to your own conclusions after a careful and systematic examination of the evidence and arguments.

**Critical approaches:** encourage a reflexive and questioning approach in examining the underlying assumptions and evidential basis of ideas and theories.

This links up with ideas of self-reflection and reflexivity, both of which you will need to consider in order to hone your critical skills. Let’s take reflectivity first. Being reflective means being self-aware; having some insights about your own behaviour and ways of seeing the world and therefore conscious of your own potential biases and value-judgements. You will be utilizing your own experience on the MBA, but you will also be asked to be self-reflective about this experience, and to attempt to arrive at a deeper understanding of both your own and others’ behaviour. These processes of introspection will help to promote new insights. MBA students
are sometimes encouraged to be ‘reflective practitioners’; being reflective is therefore about being critically self-aware.

**Self-reflection:** the process of introspection which focuses on a conscious awareness of the human condition and the individual’s fundamental nature, essence and purpose.

Next we have reflexivity. This is a complex term that is not always used in the same way by authors. ‘Reflex’ means ‘bent’ or ‘turned back’, so being reflexive is about understanding how one’s actions can be influenced by the fact that we are consciously aware of them and their effects. Put another way, reflexivity is about the dynamic relationship between how we act in the world and how we understand and make sense of our actions. Because we are consciously aware of our behaviour, this knowledge may affect our actions in the first place or lead us to reinterpret what these actions actually mean. When applied to the process of learning and the MBA, being reflexive is about being aware of how knowledge is created and being sensitive to our own and others’ role in making sense of the world. Knowledge is created through a complex process of social construction in which you are engaged along with others (fellow students, tutors, textbook authors, and so on). Knowledge is not ‘given’, nor is it independent of the process of construction. These ideas connect to the discussion about ‘Learning Independently’ in Chapter 11 on Study Skills. In summary, it could be said that a critically aware learner is reflexively self-reflective.

**Reflexivity:** a self-referential relationship in which the actor’s thinking or action refers back to, and affects, their thoughts and actions.

The skills required for critical analysis are central to many areas of academic endeavour as well as being essential to the practising world of management. They are used when making sense of ideas and perspectives presented by tutors and others, when reviewing texts, articles in journals and other documents, and will also apply when marshalling your own arguments, writing assignments and business reports. Writing or presenting arguments is an exercise in persuasion. You will need to convince others, and others will need to convince you, that the analysis is well founded, makes sense, and is ultimately justifiable.

However, within the domain of business and management ‘a critical approach’ can also have another meaning – one which refers to a particular stream of work that is concerned with critically evaluating the nature and function of business and management in contemporary society. This perspective, often given the appellation **Critical Management Studies (CMS)**, has had a long genesis but gathered momentum, especially within European academia in the 1980s and 1990s. Drawing on sociological and political science traditions, scholars in this field have contributed to
a vigorous and wide-ranging debate about management in general, which has led to
discussions about the role and purpose of management education, particularly in
business schools and specifically at MBA level. It is important for MBA students to
be aware of the broad parameters of this exchange because the arguments it encom-
passes focus on fundamental questions that are at the heart of MBA education. The
next section will therefore address these.

Critical Perspectives in Management

It must be said at the outset that there is a wide variety of contributors to debates
within Critical Management Studies and a diverse range of concerns. It is not a
coherent movement or a unified body of thought and, as with many emerging
intellectual traditions, some internal contradictions remain. To properly analyze the
origins of the debate and encompass all its different facets would take a book in its
own right, so what follows is a much abbreviated and simplified outline of a few
general themes.

The overarching concern of CMS has to do with the role and purpose of business
and management, but this covers a range of elements including, for example, power
relations in the workplace and beyond, questions of gender and diversity, and the
nature of managerial knowledge. It follows that critiques emanate from a variety of
standpoints, including political theory, labour (employee) relations, feminism and
philosophy, to name but a few.

Perhaps what binds together proponents of this broad perspective is a desire
to question the view that sees management as a neutral activity that is employed
for the public good, and to explore the possibility that it is primarily concerned
with the advancement of some sectional interests (typically those of corpora-
tions and business institutions) to the neglect of other stakeholders. In this view
the interests of some sections of society are privileged over others, resulting in
inequality and discrimination. Going further, if managers are not neutral techni-
cians then it follows that initiatives to improve managerial practice will require
careful scrutiny, since the anticipated benefits may not accrue equally to all inter-
ests and indeed may augment the potential for marginalization and the exploita-
tion of one group by another. Since MBA programmes are perceived to be
concerned with enhancing managerial skills and knowledge, they have also become
subject to critical inspection, and their function and educational responsibilities
interrogated.

Critical management scholars take the view that most traditional business the-
ory is firmly rooted in a managerialist agenda, is uncritical in nature, and ignores
wider business and societal concerns. This orthodox theory emanates from a func-
tionalist form of sociology, functionalism being based on the assumption that
individuals and social practices have a purpose in maintaining the equilibrium
necessary for society as a whole to survive. The work of the scholar therefore is to
understand the way in which particular activities and processes contribute to this
functioning.
Functionalism: a sociological perspective that views society as having particular needs in order to survive and seeks to understand how various parts of society contribute to achieving these.

However, what is deemed to be functional very much depends on whose aims are being served. What is functional for some may be deleterious to others. As a result Critical Management Studies (CMS) hold that an examination of business and management ideas means being aware of the implicit values that underpin, inform, and shape these. Such ideas are not ‘value-free’ – they are imbued with particular ways of seeing the world, specific sets of beliefs, and particular positions on ethical questions. While these beliefs and values are often unstated they can often be inferred by an attentive reader who is alert to such matters. A critical approach therefore requires taking a moral position on taken-for-granted assumptions, for example that increased efficiency is always a legitimate goal and extracting the maximum productivity from labour is always desirable. It also means being self-reflexive about one’s own beliefs and attitudes.

Some of the areas mentioned above (power, gender and the nature of management knowledge) will now be examined. The implications for management education will then be explored.

Critical Management Studies: a range of perspectives that seek to offer a critique of contemporary business and management ideas and practices.

Power

CMS has deep-rooted concerns about the supposition that objectives are shared by all the parties engaged in a business enterprise, and instead emphasizes the plurality of goals that can exist within the firm. In taking this position CMS highlights notions of power, seeing organizations as locations where the consequences of fundamentally unequal power distributions in society are played out. In other words, the differential allocations of power at a macro level are mirrored in the hierarchical and occupationally segregated arrangements found in most organizations. This is more than a simple pragmatic division of labour introduced to achieve order and efficiency; it is a deliberately engineered feature of stratified societies whereby particular groups try to achieve domination by reproducing the structures, ideologies and value-systems that maintain their power within organizational and institutional frameworks. Hence organizational discord and conflict are symptoms of opposing goals and values and cannot be simply ‘managed away’.

Issues of conflict are often discussed within the domain of management-labour relations, and are sometimes seen as an inevitable outcome of the inherently oppositional aims of owners or their agents (managers) and alienated workers (see Chapter 3 on employee relations within HRM). In this view managers are focussed
primarily on maximizing productivity and employees concerned with minimizing exploitation. The prevailing managerial preoccupation is therefore with control and surveillance. However, this explication reveals essentially modernist and neo-Marxist interpretations of power, owing much to the debates which centre on the work of the Frankfurt School and writers such as Habermas, Marcuse, Adorno and Horkheimer, among others. At the same time Critical Management is not confined to this intellectual base, and many streams of discussion demonstrate a sympathy with post-structuralist and/or postmodernist debates. Care is needed here because neither poststructuralism nor postmodernism lends itself to straightforward definition. The terms sometimes appear to be used inter-changeably in the literature and yet, while the approaches do share some common ground, they can be traced to different origins. Having said this it is difficult to definitively locate particular authors within particular approaches, as many of the writers often cited as being connected with either poststructuralism or postmodernism have been at pains to deny any affiliation, resisting any attempt to pin down their philosophical positions.

There is not the space here for a lengthy exposition of these philosophical movements and simplifying such complex and intellectually demanding ideas is fraught with problems, but it can be argued that poststructuralism questions the assumptions of structuralism that there are relatively stable underlying structures, particularly in cultural products such as texts and symbols, through which meaning is produced and reproduced. Poststructuralism would take the view that books, for example, are open to multiple interpretations as the reader will ‘translate’ and give meaning to what is written. In many ways the reader's interpretation takes primacy over the author’s intended meaning. Yet these interpretations are fluid and transient, and are shaped by historical, cultural and societal influences, so that meaning itself is in a state of flux.

Many writers within CMS make reference to postmodernist themes. These are also concerned with meaning, emphasizing the active role of ‘deconstruction’ in surfacing the frames of reference and assumptions of the author. Deconstruction involves challenging arguments and statements by questioning the premises and foundations of the logic on which they are built. Thus, for example, even reasoning which purports to be objective (and therefore is presumed to be unbiased; generally taken as being a hallmark of good science) is open to questions about the ways in which it has been labelled ‘objective’ and thus accorded such legitimacy. Postmodernists are deeply sceptical about the modernist search for ‘truth’ based on a shared notion of some objective reality, instead arguing that humans impose their own logic on events and actions, continually constructing and reconstructing their own worlds which are sustained and renegotiated in the process of ‘making sense’ of what is experienced. Fundamentally meaning and understanding are not given – they are created. Language plays a central part in helping to create this understanding. We know the world through our creation of the language and discourses (ways of communicating) used to describe it but this knowledge is both indeterminate and provisional. Therefore postmodernists reject the notion of ‘meta narratives’ such as Marxism which purport to offer grand explanatory schemas. Instead, given the simultaneous availability of many theoretical positions, the emphasis is placed on shifting explanations for phenomena which will be subject to on-going revision.
Thus humans construct versions of reality but these have no universal or absolute status. Indeed, no single voice has automatic priority over others, a suggestion which has interesting implications for academia and the status of books such as this one. The key thinkers frequently referenced by writers in the CMS tradition would include Foucault, Derrida, Bourdieu, Lyotard and Baudrillard, but would also encompass a host of other authors. Foucault’s concept of power is relevant here, and is markedly different from the views outlined at the beginning of this section. In his analysis power is not a property of structural arrangements such as those that give rise to the hierarchical distinctions between management and labour, but is embedded in social relationships. While this may be most evident in institutions such as the military and penal system (the subject of one of Foucault’s seminal analyses), it is an inescapable feature of all aspects of life, operating through the routine activities of everyday existence. Individuals create their own networks of power through their ongoing interactions and relationships, and their acceptance of the prevailing codes of behaviour which shape these relations. Power is diffused through society, and all individuals possess some countervailing power, hence the modernist portrayal of a clear-cut demarcation between a minority elite who possess power and a disenfranchised powerless majority, is replaced by a more complex version in which power fluctuates within and between different groups and individuals.

This perspective on power is one that emphasizes its potentially shifting and transitory nature as well as its location within heterogeneous and only loosely bounded groupings. This serves as a reminder that the terms ‘management’ and ‘worker’ give a misplaced sense of the uniformity within groups and mask the significant differences that may exist within collections of individuals. So ‘managers’ are differentiated along many dimensions, including age, profession, status, religion and gender. Indeed, any individual may have multiple identities – for example, an executive who is simultaneously a member of the accounting profession may also belong to the senior management team, be a husband and father, and hold membership of a local trade organization. One of these dimensions, gender, has been the subject of much debate within CMS and will be discussed further in the next section.

---

**Postmodernism**: philosophical perspectives that emphasize the social construction of texts and discourses, the multiple ways of interpreting them, and hence call into question universalistic notions of reality and truth.

Postmodernism in turn has been criticized from a number of viewpoints. Foucault’s conception of power is seen as underplaying the role of ideology and wrongly decoupling it from state and institutional influences. The notion that cultural artefacts can be ‘read’ in multiple ways appears to suggest a relativist position where all interpretations are of equal worth and are given equal consideration. The postmodernism stance seems antithetical to ideas of advancement, especially in science where the assumption is that progress is founded on the accumulation of an established body of knowledge. Many commentators have criticized postmodernists’ reluctance to make
their principles and premises clear, instead seeming to prefer the safety of ambiguous indeterminacy and rhetorical verbal game-playing. Finally, it is argued that postmodernism does not represent a break with modernism – which in any case was not a static, unchanging, unified theoretical position – but is merely an evolution of it. Some key elements of postmodernist approaches are summarized below.

- An emphasis on the deconstruction of texts and symbols to reveal underlying meanings
- A consequent 'de-centring' of the author’s voice since the reader plays an active part in constructing meaning
- The belief that there are shifting, often conflicting, multiple interpretations and realities
- A focus on the centrality of power within social relationships
- A stress on the fragmented, indeterminate, and fluid nature of things rather than seeing them as fixed, stable and final
- A suspicion of meta theories that offer universalistic propositions and explanations
- A depiction of the individual as having multiple, shifting identities

Power is at the heart of CMS preoccupations. How power is manifested and deployed in organizational settings, and to what effect, is central to understanding modern business and society. The unmasking of hidden relations of power is an important task. At its roots, many of the proponents of a critical perspective have a liberalizing and emancipatory agenda and this is where the study of business and management takes on an explicitly political mantle.

Gender and diversity

Questions of gender are another central ingredient of the CMS debate, acknowledging wider reflections in management and organization studies where there has long been an interest in the under-representation of women in managerial positions, particularly at more senior levels, and a recognition of occupational segregation, both vertically (where women, though well represented in occupations such as teaching, are confined to more junior positions) and horizontally (where women are under-represented in particular occupations, such as surgery).

But beyond this some CMS scholars suggest that studies of management are characterized by an overly masculine orientation. This is manifested in a number of ways. Firstly it is argued that much of the research in business and management focusses predominantly on male subjects but also assumes that findings apply to both men and women. Secondly the position of women in business tends to be ignored giving the impression that organizations are gender-neutral. So gender-specific findings about men are extrapolated to apply universally, and women in organizations are ignored as a specific research category.

To take some examples, much of the work looking at effective managers has been carried out by observing men. It is therefore unsurprising that many of the
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traits associated with successful leaders, such as assertiveness, are ones more typically associated with men. Many writers have highlighted the way in which the implications of gender have historically tended to be ignored. Well-known examples include the female workers overseen by male supervisors in the Hawthorne experiments (where the findings concentrate on factors affecting productivity in the Western Electric Company’s Hawthorne Works, but do not explore the gendered nature of authority relationships in the firm), and the male maintenance workers in Crozier’s tobacco firm who accrued power by controlling one of the residual sources of uncertainty – fixing the machines when they broke down – in an otherwise routinized, bureaucratic assembly plant, ignoring the fact that the female operatives on the production line were strongly discouraged from interfering with the machinery, this being seen as a male province.

Another way in which business practice is argued to embody a masculine perspective is in the language and metaphors of management and business which tend to be stereotypically masculinist in nature. Business is presented as being war-like, any competition has to be beaten, tactics are deployed as in a military operation and leaders have to be strong and good at commanding. The more cooperative, emotional and relationship-oriented aspects of business, seen by some as more feminine qualities, are consequently downplayed or downgraded. This discourse of management is inextricably linked with relations of power, since the way that power may be realized is in the shaping and legitimizing of a discourse, which sets the boundaries for talking, thinking and enacting management. If the discourse of management is essentially masculine then it frames how individuals think and act as managers and is ultimately linked to how we construct our sense of self and identity. It is argued that female managers – especially senior executives who are very much a minority in most firms and are more visible as a consequence – may have particular difficulties in enacting managerial roles since the prevailing role-models are overwhelmingly male. Women may not feel comfortable with these and there is some evidence (see for example Cassell, 1997) that behaviours associated with men, such as assertiveness, may be less acceptable when coming from a woman.

However, postmodernist perspectives would urge caution here. Much of the debate surrounding issues of gender takes the view that gender categories are fixed and stable. An alternative view would be that there are multiple ways of ‘being female’, or male, and that individuals will choose from a broad repertoire of traits, behaviours and attitudes that have been socially sanctioned as either feminine or masculine. Thus we learn to become female or male in a process that is transformative, fluid and on-going, and since we are capable of inhabiting multiple identities this occurs repeatedly as we act out our notions of ‘self’ in different circumstances.

This alerts us to an important point that femininity and masculinity are to a large degree culturally determined, so that prescribed male and female behaviour may differ according to what is thought acceptable in a particular cultural context. Critical Management Studies is therefore concerned with developing awareness not just of gender, but also of wider aspects of diversity, acknowledging that management ideas are located within specific contexts. The degree to which such ideas are universally relevant or culture-bound must be carefully considered in any serious evaluation of their utility. This is a point we will take forward in the next section.
The nature of managerial knowledge

The vast majority of research and writing about business and management has historically come from the West. This should give us cause for reflection, and underscores the need to critically examine ideas for cultural bias and cross-cultural relevance. Underpinned by Western notions of logic and reason management ‘science’ has tended to try and emulate the natural sciences by emphasizing the canons of the ‘scientific method’ (see Chapter 10 on Research Approaches), even though the subject matter in the social sciences is markedly different. Orthodox approaches stress the rationality of management. This invites contrasts with non-rational or emotional processes (often imputed to women, thus making them less suitable for managerial positions) and marginalizes the role of intuition and instinct.

Yet the body of knowledge that informs the study of management is neither coherent, nor agreed. Indeed, following Foucault, a postmodernist interpretation is that knowledge is a label applied to the practices and discourses embedded in networks of power rather an objective version of the ‘truth’. In the realm of business much of what passes for knowledge is mere anecdote, supposition and conjecture, a canon of ‘best practice’ and ‘how to do’ books which are rather frequently based on narrow experience in limited contexts. The ever-increasing numbers of books about management (see the expanding shelves in airport bookshops for examples), the rise of the management ‘guru’ (often either former CEOs or management consultants), together with the plethora of short-lived fads and fashions (many not new but simply recycled), support the view that the market is hungry for ideas but is not much bothered about provenance or evidential rigour. At the same time, there is a mounting array of ‘academic’ research papers and journals, which purport to give a scientific basis to the subject, but which are couched in esoteric language and seldom actually used. One proficiency that a good MBA education should provide is the ability to make judgements about the evidence on offer, to discriminate between different opinions and to recognize old ideas in new guises – invaluable skills in the current climate where management ideas are themselves a highly marketable commodity.

Thus the foundations of management knowledge are both precarious and contested. Practitioners and academics are sometimes suspicious of each other, with practitioners finding much academic work arcane, abstract and of questionable relevance, and academics finding much practitioner-based work superficial, unreliable and a-theoretical. While there is an array of techniques to aid with the technical aspects of, say, operational or financial decision making in organizations, it is less clear what methods exist as a basis for the study of management itself. Unlike well-established professional groups such as doctors or engineers there is not the same kind of agreed corpus of knowledge, attainment of which acts as a gateway to the profession for qualified members. One can argue that the MBA is a constituent of the drive to professionalize management, but the qualification does not regulate entry into management by licensing or excluding members in the same way as a medical degree does for doctors.

Thus an MBA programme should recognize the contested nature of the terrain of management and the MBA student must become accustomed to contradictory assessments and debates. CMS emphasizes the need to understand differing positions
and views in management rather than gloss over them. An appreciation of the deep-seated divisions that exist within the domain of management theory marks the beginning of a meaningful educational experience for a student undertaking an MBA.

The status and nature of management knowledge has implications for how management is taught, and the issue of management education, particularly as it relates to the MBA, is addressed in the next section.

Management Education

The discussions about ‘critical approaches’ to management and the debates within CMS have a number of repercussions for the realm of management education. Firstly they suggest forms of curricula and pedagogy that encourage a questioning approach to subject matter. Ideas, concepts and theories require critical scrutiny and open discussion rather than didactic teaching and an unquestioning regurgitation by students. The subjects comprising business and management studies need to be taught in ways that explicitly acknowledge their political, ethical, and philosophical nature (Grey, 2004: 180). Since the topic of management is not ‘value-free’ there should be space in the curriculum to allow the implicit values informing managerial practice to be debated and not merely accepted. This should also allow for any partiality in theories – for example in terms of cultural or gender bias – to surface and be examined.

Given the somewhat indeterminate and provisional nature of much of the knowledge in this area, ideas need to be carefully examined for continued currency and the possibility of revision entertained. As many participants on MBA programmes have managerial experience this provides a way in which new ideas can be tested out and is one reason why assessments that require the application of theories to the workplace are frequently used. However, the previous discussion about the potentially sectional nature of interests within business calls into question the view that the sole purpose of managerial education is to advance managerial practice. Hence relevance or importance to practice is only one criterion that might be applied; relevance or benefit to the local community or wider society might be another.

It is not the purpose of this book to prescribe how the MBA should be taught. Different programmes, and different teachers, will have their own preferred methods, styles and pedagogic rationales, and it is likely you will encounter a variety of approaches including case studies, lectures, small group work and so on. However, issues of power and control are also relevant to the classroom setting, especially if the learner is simply relegated to being a passive recipient of knowledge.

Having said this it is possible to create opportunities for active learning where learners can frame their own questions, test out their own assumptions and form their own conclusions. In the final analysis an MBA is not about equipping the individual with a box of tools to solve organizational problems, it is about that person having the skills to better understand complex issues and the ability to continue to learn in new environments as unfamiliar situations arise. Given the plethora of new ideas in management and the continued recycling of old ones, this is becoming an increasingly indispensable skill for students and practising managers. An MBA marks the beginning of learning, not the end.
In conclusion, it can be argued that Critical Management Studies takes a critical approach (see above) in that it questions the assumptions underpinning theories and debates but does so with a particular emphasis on issues of power and control, gender and diversity and so on. This book will take a critical approach by interrogating the issues and ideas presented in each domain. Since there is overlap between a critical approach and CMS the generic terms ‘critical perspective’ or ‘critical approach’ will be used to denote a range of viewpoints that seek to offer a reflexive critique of particular topics. It should be noted that not all MBA subjects have developed critiques in the same way or to the same degree. Many of the debates referred to in this chapter have emerged from, and feature most prominently in, organizational theory (organizational behaviour) and human resource management. Particular aspects of these debates have permeated other subjects to a greater or lesser extent; therefore each author will present the key critiques and alternatives that have emerged in their own domain. In areas where some of these debates are less developed, students should find that the ideas presented in this chapter offer useful starting points for further reflection.

Outline of The Book

While there is no model for an MBA in that different programmes will organize subjects differently, many will study the core ‘building blocks’ such as Organizational Behaviour, Human Resource Management, Marketing, Accounting, Economics and Operations at the first stage, before moving on to look at subjects such as Strategy and Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) which will overlay and connect the core elements. Students can then either deepen their existing knowledge or extend their breadth of knowledge through elective choices, before finally moving on to a dissertation which is intended to bring together learning gained on the rest of the programme in a major, usually research-based, project.

The chapters have been organized with this implicit model in mind, as depicted in Figure 1.1, beginning with Organizational Behaviour, Human Resource Management, Marketing, Accounting and Finance, Economics and Operations, and then reviewing Corporate Social Responsibility and Strategy before examining the area of Research Approaches. A final chapter looks at those Study Skills that can help with the generic skills involved in successfully undertaking an MBA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core subjects</th>
<th>Dissertation/project</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OB HRM Marketing Accounting &amp; Finance Economics Operations Management</td>
<td>Corporate Social Responsibility Research Approaches Strategy Study Skills</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1.1 Organization of The Essential MBA
Summary

This chapter has attempted to do a number of things. It has offered some hints about how to make use of this text and given an overview of what it will cover. It has also tried to put the MBA in some kind of context. The MBA is a challenging degree but it is also a very rewarding one. In part the challenge comes from the sheer diversity of topics studied, but it also emanates from the type of intellectual terrain that will be covered. Students who can appreciate some of the debates outlined here should be in a good position to develop their knowledge and understanding, thereby lessening the danger of them becoming confused and overwhelmed.

This chapter has spent some time examining the debates within critical perspectives. It is recognized that it is not necessarily the case that your MBA will deal with CMS in any depth, if at all. At least, not in terms of requiring you to read about it directly, but studying for an MBA cannot, and should not, avoid some of the key questions raised here. As indicated earlier, you are likely to be required to take a critical approach to your work and that of others, and while this may not necessitate a direct familiarity with the contributors to CMS, a critically aware and questioning approach is common to critical perspectives more generally and increasingly features in a wide range of MBA subjects as the chapters here will demonstrate. This makes this book both timely and essential reading.

Critical perspectives direct our attention to the relations of power that often lie hidden, reminding us that there are different versions of reality and truth statements and that outward manifestations often belie underlying conditions. Management education is about engaging with politics and – while it is not always a comforting prospect – good education will sometimes rouse us from our comfort zones. There are fundamental links between the kinds of issues raised in this chapter and the perceived nature and purpose of management education. It is hoped that having some idea of these should help you to be better equipped to get the most from your MBA studies and organizational role – not in providing a tool kit, but in offering a way of thinking and learning that will retain its currency, even if the theories and ideas taught on your MBA eventually go out of fashion.

Good luck!
Further reading
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